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Collective dynamics of flowing colloids during pore
clogging†
Gbedo Constant Agbangla,abe Patrice Bacchin*abe and Eric Climentcde
Based on direct numerical simulations of the coupled motion of particles and fluid, this study analyzes the
collective hydrodynamic and colloidal effects of flowing microparticles during the formation of different 3D
clogging patterns at a pore entrance. Simulations of flowing suspensions through a pore with various
simulation conditions show that particle concentration and surface interactions play a major role in the
occurrence of the bridging phenomenon (simultaneous adhesion of many particles). In the absence of
DLVO repulsive forces, plugging is characterized by the temporal reduction of the bulk permeability
when increasing the volume fraction of the flowing suspension up to 20%. Under these conditions,
different structures of particle aggregates (from cluster to cake plug) are formed at the pore entrance
yielding different evolution rates of hydrodynamic resistance to the flow. Taking into account DLVO
repulsive forces in simulations for a particle concentration equal to 10%, we observe the transition from
dendritic structures (for low repulsion) to dense aggregates (for high repulsion). At high DLVO repulsive
forces, the scenario of pore clogging is controlled by the collective behavior of many interacting
particles. It leads to the formation of a jamming phase (Wigner glass phase) with transient clusters of
interacting particles at the pore entrance. The network of jammed particles collapses when the force
chains among the particles are overcome by the flow stress. The build-up and the collapse of the
jammed phase at the pore entrance induce temporal permeability fluctuations. According to the relative
magnitude of particle–particle and particle–wall interactions, when the jammed phase is disorganized by
the flow, the residual force in the network can accelerate particles and lead to particle adhesion at the
wall inducing a pore blockage and a rapid reduction of the bulk permeability.
1 Introduction
The physics of concentrated owing suspension is still a
scientic challenge meeting applications in many engineering
processes. For example, separation techniques such as micro-
ltration or ultraltration, require a comprehensive description
of the behavior of microparticles passing through a pore to
prevent the occurrence of fouling which is still the major
limiting phenomenon. Several studies have been performed to
nd optimal operating conditions which prevent or limit
fouling. Different experimental techniques and numerical
approaches have been developed to gain insight into the
kinetics of blockage in ltration and on the spatial structure of
particle aggregates.
However, this problem is rather complex because of the
interplay of various forces and mechanisms. Recently, the direct
visualization ofmicropore fouling has beenmade possible by new
progresses in the micro-device fabrication technology. At the pore
scale, Mustin et al.1 have studied experimentally, the effect of the
particle size distribution (ranging from 0.47 mm to 1.5 mm) on the
dynamics of microchannel blocking during ltration experiments
performed under constant pressure drop. According to the
particle size distribution, they concluded that deposition of
particles in a suspension leading to microsystem clogging occurs
through successive particle deposition, particle size exclusion, or
through a combination of these effects. Numerically, Kim et al.2
have analyzed the behavior of a particle doublet owing through a
pore in the presence of electrostatic repulsive forces. The Brow-
nian motion of particles is modeled by a stochastic forcing of the
particle trajectory (Langevin equation). When repulsive forces are
accounted for, a owing particle can pass through a pore just aer
the attachment of another particle. This is due to a modication
of the hydrodynamics of the uid ow, the successive repulsion of
particles or the Brownian diffusion. Gassara et al.3 have investi-
gated the effect of the particle size on ltration process efficiency
in a Hele-Shaw device. They visualized the morphology of particle
deposits in the presence of DLVO (attractive and repulsive)
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interaction forces. The kinetics of colloids deposit build-up is
strongly dependent on surface interactions:4 below the perme-
ation critical ux, particle–surface repulsive interactions over-
come hydrodynamic force preventing adhesion of particles onto a
permeable surface. The interplay between the drag force and the
colloidal forces leads to a critical transition between a dispersed
accumulation and a condensed packed deposit at the pore
entrance. Recently, Henry et al.5 used a new Lagrangian stochastic
approach to conrm that clogging results from the competition
between particle–uid, particle–surface and particle–particle
interactions. Particle deposition is characterized by the formation
of either a single monolayer or multilayers of particles depending
on hydrodynamical conditions, uid properties (ionic strength) as
well as particle and substrate properties (zeta potentials). The
complex interplay between the multi-body surface interactions
and hydrodynamic ow in a conned geometry (at pore scale)
makes clogging phenomena still unpredictable.6
In this context, we investigate the collective dynamics of
interacting particles at a pore entrance by using the Force
Coupling Method (FCM). A brief description of this method
which takes into account hydrodynamic and colloidal interac-
tion forces is given in the next section. Then, we describe the
ow conguration and conditions of the simulations performed
at the pore scale. Finally, the dynamics of particle aggregation
and deposition in the pore is analyzed in terms of the temporal
evolution of the bulk permeability, the variation of the addi-
tional hydrodynamic resistance and the observation of different
3D structures. Varying the non-hydrodynamic forces from pure
adhesion to strong repulsion we show that the morphology of
the deposit and the rate of blocking may change drastically.
2 Simulation method
We use the force coupling method7 to study the behavior of
interacting particles including simultaneously the effect of the
carrying uid ow, direct hydrodynamic interactions and
colloidal attraction–repulsion forces between particles and
walls. In this method, the presence of particles in the ow is
accounted for by localized forcing terms supplemented to uid
ow equations: for Stokes ow (or Navier–Stokes ow for nite
Reynolds) standard multipole expansion based on the
summation of singularities is extended to model the nite-size
of particles (Dirac delta function is le in favor of a localized
nite size Gaussian force envelope). This prevents numerical
difficulties related to the transport of singularities and provides
a good representation of the real size of spherical particles. Only
six to eight grid cells are needed to discretize the particle
diameter with a good accuracy. The FCM can be implemented
in any existing ow solver; it is exible (see Climent andMaxey8)
and gives a minor overhead computing time. Once the resolu-
tion is ne enough to resolve the Gaussian force envelope, the
FCM can accurately reproduce the ow perturbations. When
two particles are close to contact, the force coupling method
underestimates the lubrication effects. As a result, the FCM has
been usedmainly for volume fractions lower than 20% while for
larger concentrations, lubrication corrections must be imple-
mented9 (see also the study of Yeo and Maxey10).
2.1 Summary of the force coupling method
The basic concept of the FCM relies on the direct resolution of
multibody hydrodynamic interactions by solving ow equations
including source terms. The force coupling method has been
implemented in JADIM (in-house soware developed at the
IMFT, the Institute of Fluid Mechanics, Toulouse) to solve the
uid ow equations using a nite volume method on a stag-
gered grid (a sketch of the general algorithm using JADIM and
the force coupling method is provided in Fig. 1). The uid is
assumed to be incompressible (eqn (1)) with a constant
dynamic viscosity mf and uid density rf. Incompressibility of
the ow is achieved by a fractional step method using an
auxiliary potential and the solution of a Poisson equation. The
spatial derivatives are computed with second order accuracy
and temporal integration is achieved by a third order Runge–
Kutta scheme and a semi-implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme for
the viscous terms. At low Reynolds numbers, the le hand side
of eqn (2) is negligible and Navier–Stokes equations degenerate
to Stokes equations. All particles are modeled by forcing terms
(eqn (3)) spatially spread out on Gaussian envelopes (eqn (4))
and added to the momentum equations of the uid ow.
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In the FCM, the uid lls the entire volume of the simulation
domain. In momentum balance eqn (2), f(x, t) accounts for the
perturbation induced by the presence of each particle in the
suspension. This force represents also the momentum
exchange used in models of two phase ows11 between the uid
phase and the particles. Each particle n (with the total number
Na) acts on the uid with the force F
(n) (eqn (3)).
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where Y(n) is the position of the nth particle center. The rst
term of the multipole expansion is called the monopole. It is the
nite size analog of the pointwise Stokeslet. This force
Fig. 1 Sketch of the algorithm including the FCM and inner iterations
to solve the resistance problem.
monopole represents the sum of body force, particle–particle
and particle–wall interaction forces (adhesive–repulsive–non-
overlapping forces). The dipole term, the second term of eqn (3)
helps to improve the details of the ow structure close to the
particle surface. Its role is to cancel the rate of strain of the local
ow within the volume occupied by the particle which behaves
as a solid.12 The Gaussian function D or D0 allows modeling the
nite size of the particles with the corresponding length scales s
for D(x) and s0 for D0(x).
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Considering the particle radius a, these length scales are set
as a=s ¼ ffiffiffipp and a=s0 ¼ $6 ffiffiffipp %1=3 respectively. The value of s is
determined analytically to match exactly the Stokes drag on an
isolated particle translating in a uniform uid ow (Maxey and
Patel,7 Climent and Maxey8). In the expression of the dipole
term, G(n)ij is a tensor which may be decomposed into symmetric
and anti-symmetric parts: G(n)ij ¼ S(n)ij + A(n)ij . The symmetric part
S(n)ij , namely the stresslet, contributes to enforce a solid body
motion (deformation free) within the uid occupied by the
particle. For several particles, an iterative scheme (conjugate
gradient) is used to enforce a zero strain rate (eqn (5)) within the
particle volume (see details in the paper by Dance and Maxey9).
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The anti-symmetric part A(n)ij (eqn (6)) is related to external
torques acting on particles yielding rotation of the uid as a
solid body.
A
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1
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Particles move freely in a Lagrangian framework while their
trajectories are solved simultaneously taking into account the
local uid velocity. Translational and rotational velocities of
particles are obtained respectively by spatial averaging of the
uid velocity and vorticity. Velocity (eqn (7)) is integrated over
the monopole Gaussian envelope D while the uid vorticity (eqn
(8)) is integrated over the dipole Gaussian envelope D0.
V(n)(t) ¼ Ð Ð Ðu(x, t)D(x # Y(n)(t))d3x (7)
U(n)(t) ¼ Ð Ð ÐV ( u(x, t)D0(x # Y(n)(t))d3x (8)
Finally, the particle trajectory is computed by temporal
integration of eqn (9).
dY ðnÞðtÞ
dt
¼ V ðnÞðtÞ (9)
More details on the theoretical background of the force
coupling method and its validation have been reported by
Maxey and Patel,7 Lomholt et al.13 and Lomholt and Maxey.12
Concerning the study of suspension ows, the FCM has also
been validated for sedimentation problems (Climent and
Maxey14) and bimodal suspensions (Abbas et al.15).
2.2 Surface interaction modeling
Non-hydrodynamic particle interactions are taken into account
in the simulations by considering DLVO forces. The interaction
forces between two rigid bodies are obtained by pairwise
summation of molecular forces. For a pair of spherical and
homogeneous particles, the expressions of attractive and
repulsive forces are given in eqn (10) and (11) (see more details
in Feke and Schowalter16).
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where b1 and b2 are respectively equal to (z/a)
2 + 4z/a and (z/a)2 +
4z/a + 4. Ah is the Hamaker constant which is related to the
physical properties of the particle material and to the ambient
uid, z represents the distance between the particle surfaces, k
is the inverse of Debye length, j the zeta potential, 30 the
vacuum permittivity and 3r is the relative permittivity of the
uid.
Regarding particle–wall interactions, eqn (12) and (13) are
obtained from eqn (10) and (11) assuming that one particle
radius is innite. Those expressions are valid provided that the
interaction length scale is very small compared to the particle
radius. Thereaer, the particle–wall interaction can also be used
for particle–wall corner interaction.
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where b11 and b22 are respectively equal to z/a and z/a + 2. DLVO
interparticle forces used for simulations have been scaled by an
estimate of the hydrodynamic force (Fh ¼ 4U2rfpa2) in the
specic ow conguration we investigated (U is the constant
velocity at the inlet boundary). This force scale is obtained by
considering the drag force acting on a particle in a ow expe-
riencing a sudden restriction of the cross-section (ow through
the pore). For particle–particle and particle–wall interactions,
the magnitude of van der Waals attraction force Ah/a is constant
and equal to Fh/125. The interaction length of the attraction is
constant and equal to 0.1a throughout all simulations. The
electrostatic repulsive force has an interaction distance equal to
4a which is xed by choosing the Debye length. The pre-expo-
nential factor 303rjpp
2 of eqn (11), noted Fpp (and 303rjpw
2 of eqn
(13) noted Fpw) and representing the appropriate magnitude of
particle–particle (and particle–wall) repulsive force is scaled by
the hydrodynamic force. To investigate the effect of different
physical–chemical properties, the values of those attractive and
repulsive forces scales will be varied independently. When
adding repulsive and attractive forces, the maximum of repul-
sion is located at 0.02a while the total interaction force vanishes
for distance longer than 4a. Simulation conditions can repre-
sent the behavior of micrometric particles (when Brownian
diffusion is negligible) interacting through long-range electro-
static repulsion (interaction distance of the order of the particle
size). Such colloidal dispersion can be obtained by dispersing
micrometric particles in a solvent having a low dielectric
constant and low salt concentration; Debye length and particle
size can then stand in the micrometric range.17
2.3 Non-overlapping force
When short range particle–particle interactions occur, solid
surfaces might come into contact due to the attractive contri-
bution of DLVO forces. In the FCM, the particles are represented
by forcing terms in momentum balance equations. Therefore,
particle overlapping must be prevented by a steep repulsion
force which could represent forces due to the overlapping of
electron clouds (Pauli or Born repulsion). We selected the
model (eqn (14)) proposed by Drazer et al.18 for short range non-
overlapping forces and already well tested in the context of
Stokesian dynamics.
Fab ¼ F0 e
#z=rc
1# e#z=rc eab (14)
where F0 is a force scale, z is the normalized gap between the
surfaces of two particles or between the particle and a wall, rc is
the interaction distance and eab is a unit vector along the line of
particle centers b to a. The value of F0 is proportional to the
hydrodynamic force (4U2rfpa
2). This force has been varied to
verify that it has a minor effect on the overall dynamics of the
owing suspension.
2.4 FCM and resistance formulation
The force coupling method is straightforward to solve
mobility problems: forces and torques are imposed and
particle velocities, rotation rates and trajectories are obtained
through the direct solution of Stokes equations. However,
when a particle is attached onto a wall, the adhesion force
holds this particle xed. In that case, the condition which has
to be satised is the zero velocity and the zero rotation rate for
the attached particle but the force and torque experienced by
the particle are unknown and depend on the local ow and
multi-body interactions with other particles. This can be
formulated into a resistance problem: the forces acting on all
xed particles depend on hydrodynamic interactions and
DLVO forces. They have to meet simultaneously the condi-
tions of zero velocity and zero rotation rate for all attached
particles. This is an important feature of our simulations,
particles xed at the wall are allowed neither to slide relative
to the wall nor to be re-suspended by the ow (we assume that
adhesion is irreversible and a particle touching the wall or an
already attached particle remains xed for the rest of the
simulation). To hold particles xed, an iterative scheme is
used to evaluate each adhesion force and torque. This itera-
tive scheme (eqn (15) and (16)) corresponds to solving the
resistance problem enforcing the conditions of zero velocity
and zero rotation rate for attached particles. At each iteration,
Navier–Stokes equations are solved to account for multi-body
hydrodynamic interactions.
d*Fadhðt*Þ
dt*
¼ #a1Vðt*Þ (15)
d*Tadhðt*Þ
dt*
¼ #a2Uðt*Þ (16)
a1 and a2 are numerical penalty parameters which are
properly selected to reduce the number of iterations. The iter-
ative scheme is initialized by the solution of a previous time
step. When the velocity V(t*) and the rotation U(t*) reach the
threshold of convergence (typically 10#5U: where U is equal to
unity as the dimensionless uid velocity at the inlet of the pore)
for all xed particles, the forces (eqn (15)) and torques (eqn (16))
of adhesion are then known and the simulation proceeds to a
new physical time step of particles and uid motion. The overall
algorithm including the Force Coupling Method (FCM) is
shown in Fig. 1 for one single time step.
2.5 Description of simulation conditions
The simulation domain used to study the behavior of inter-
acting particles at a pore scale is shown in Fig. 2. The
dimensions of the simulation domain are X ¼ 40.32a; Y ¼
24.96a; Z¼ 10.24a in the streamwise, crosstream and spanwise
directions, respectively. The ratio between the pore size and
the diameter of particles is equal to 4 and matches experi-
mental conditions investigated in our previous study.19 All
boundary conditions imposed on the simulation domain are
presented in Fig. 2:
- on faces 1–3 (cross-stream direction) and 5–6 (spanwise z
direction), periodic boundary conditions are imposed for the
uid ow and particles,
Fig. 2 Schematic view of a 3D pore and the corresponding boundary
conditions.
- a constant dimensionless uid velocity (U ¼ 1) is imposed
on the inlet section (face 2 where particles are introduced
randomly along simulations),
- obstacles (colored in green) on both sides of the pore
entrance mimic the cross-section reduction of our experimental
microuidic ltration system,19
- face 4 is the outlet section.
All simulations are performed under a constant ow rate and
dimensions are scaled using the particle radius a as a charac-
teristic length scale. Fluid ows in a laminar regime for all
simulations (pore Reynolds is equal O(10#2)) and particles are
neutrally buoyant. Inertia and gravity effects are negligible.
Particles are initially seeded at random non-overlapping posi-
tions throughout the pore entrance (face 2). Several draws (typi-
cally 3) of the random seeding were carried out and we present
average results formed over the three simulations under the same
conditions. During simulations, new particles (randomly seeded
along Y # Z plane) pass through the inlet face 2 assuming a
constant and uniform particulate volume fraction f0 with
constant uid velocity. This is achieved by seeding particles when
a characteristic time tinjec ¼ (4/3pa3)/(f0SU) is elapsed between
two successive injections of particles through face 2 (S is the
area). We assume that a strong adhesion force xes the particles
onto the wall or to other attached particles when they come into
contact. This contact occurs when the separation distance
between two particles is below 10#5 a. Once contact occurs, we
assume that the particles become adhesive and this adhesion is
irreversible. No re-suspension or rearrangement of xed particles
within an aggregate is allowed. While the plug is growing, the
solution of the resistance problem yields a progressive increase of
the pressure drop between face 2 and 4. The simulation time ts is
made dimensionless using L/U where L is the length from the
domain inlet to the pore (see Fig. 2). Uts/L can be interpreted as
the ratio of the simulation time over the average residence time
in the domain just upstream of the pore entrance. It is also a
normalized volume of injected uid (Vinj) which passes through
the pore along the simulation time. The simulation ends when
the pore is completely clogged (any new injection of particles is
no longer possible). Particles reaching the outlet boundary leave
the simulation freely.
We analyze the effect of the inlet volume fraction of particles
(f0 equals 5–10% to 15–20%) with purely adhesive particles (no
DLVO repulsion forces) on the aggregation and clogging
phenomena. For a particle concentration equal to 10%, the
effect of non-hydrodynamic surface interactions is also studied
considering several magnitudes of the repulsive force barrier
between particles and particle–wall.
2.6 Simulations post processing
Simulation raw data (particle positions, velocities and forces or
ow information) have to be processed for analyzing relevant
quantities which may be compared to experiments, theoretical
predictions or other numerical models. We have selected a
number of macroscopic quantities such as the pore bulk
permeability (k in m2) derived from the Darcy law (17), the
hydrodynamic resistance and the capture efficiency of the plug.
The bulk permeability k(t) including the effect of attached
particles will be made dimensionless using the reference
permeability of the pore completely free of particles (k0). Based
on eqn (17) the adhesion of particles generates the variation of
the pressure drop DP(t)/L during clogging.
kðtÞ
k0
¼ mfU
k0DP=L
(17)
We also propose a description of the microstructure based
on the coordination number. The coordination number is an
indicator which gives information on the microscopic
arrangement of particles in an aggregate. It corresponds to the
average number of xed particles permanently bonded to a
reference particle and indicates the type of aggregate structures
formed. More details concerning the computation of these
macroscopic and microscopic statistics are provided in a
previous study20 on a straight channel blockage.
3 Pore clogging simulations
Direct numerical simulations with the FCM method have been
performed for different intensities of surface interactions. The
following sections present the results for particle aggregation in
simulation obtained for purely adhesive interactions (Section
3.1), for repulsive interactions with a similar magnitude
between particles or particles and walls (Section 3.2) and nally,
for repulsive interactions with different magnitudes between
particle–particle and particle–wall (Section 3.3).
3.1 Clogging under adhesive conditions
In this rst set of simulations, we x the repulsive potential of
DLVO forces to zero. Only short range attractive interactions act
between particles and between particles and walls: particles can
then be considered as sticky.
The evolution of the pore permeability shown in Fig. 3 is
scaled using the reference permeability of the pore at ts¼ 0 (free
of attached particles). Time has been plotted in terms of the
normalized volume of the injected uid. For different volume
fraction of particles, the permeability reduction is negligible
until Vinj ¼ 0.45 when the rst particle attaches onto the pore
initiating blockage (this time corresponds to the duration
required for a particle following a critical trajectory to move
from the inlet to one of the pore corners21). Then, the perme-
ability reduction depends on the inlet value of the particle
concentration f0. For the same value of Vinj, the permeability is
reduced for larger volume fractions of particles. For a normal-
ized volume of injected uid equal to 0.8, the normalized
permeability is reduced from a high value at f0 ¼ 5% (0.85 for
11 adhered particles) to a very low value at f0 ¼ 20% (0.028 for
320 attached particles – see Fig. 4).
The observed variations of permeability in Fig. 3 are the
results of the coupling of two mechanisms: the dynamics of the
particle capture (Fig. 4 where the number of adhered particles is
plotted as a function of the normalized volume of injected uid)
and the hydrodynamic resistance induced by the capture
(Fig. 5). Depending on the relative positions of attached parti-
cles at the entrance of the pore, the same number of adhered
particles yields different hydrodynamic resistances.
For low concentrations, the dynamics of clogging is
progressive. For a higher particle concentration, the rapid
reduction of the normalized permeability (Fig. 3) can be
attributed to a sudden and simultaneous adhesion of a large
number of particles at the pore inlet for f0 ¼ 20% (Fig. 4). This
corresponds to a collective effect for these concentrated owing
particles during the aggregation and clogging phenomena.
Fig. 5 presents the evolution of the additional hydrodynamic
resistance,
1
kðtÞ #
1
k0
(which is inversely proportional to the
normalized permeability) as a function of the number of
attached particles. For the same number of attached particles
equal to 100, the resistance is three times more important when
the clogging is formed at 20% inlet concentration than at 10%.
The slope of the curve in Fig. 5 would be constant if the deposit
is homogeneous. The change in slope can be attributed to the
transition between arch formation (for the rst instants of
clogging) to the deposit growth (so-called the cake in the
ltration process context). This transition will be analyzed in
the Discussion (Section 4.1).
Finally, these results show that an increase of concentration
has two effects on pore clogging. First, the concentration leads to
a more rapid clogging of the pore. Secondly, the structure of the
particle aggregate formed at high concentration is less permeable
than that formed at a lower concentration. At high concentration,
the bridging mechanism22 induces, in short time, more adhesion
of particles in zones of high uid velocities (entrance of the pore)
and yields an important increase of the hydrodynamic resistance
(rapid decrease of the bulk permeability).
3.2 Clogging under repulsive particle–particle and particle–
wall interactions with similar magnitude
Based on studies showing that surface interactions like DLVO
interaction forces can play a signicant role in clogging mech-
anisms,23 we have carried out simulations on particle aggrega-
tion and pore clogging for different magnitudes of surface
interaction (the inlet volume fraction of particles is kept xed
and equal to 10%). Particle–particle (Fpp) and particle–wall (Fpw)
interaction forces can be varied independently. However for
those present simulations, particle–particle and particle–wall
interaction forces are equal and varied by selecting respectively
appropriate values for 303rjpp
2 (eqn (11)) and for 303rjpw
2 (eqn
(13)). In terms of scaled forces, the repulsive forces Fpp and Fpw
have been progressively varied: 10Fh – 20Fh – 30Fh – 60Fh. The
typical values of repulsive forces that we selected allow investi-
gating gradually congurations ranging from pure adhesion
(previous section) to strong repulsion corresponding to the
absence of particle aggregation or deposit.
Fig. 3 Evolution of the scaled permeability vs. normalized volume of
injected fluid for different inlet volume fractions of particles: -*- 5%,
->- 10%, -B- 15%, and -+- 20%.
Fig. 4 Evolution of the number of adhered particles vs. normalized
volume of injected fluid for different inlet volume fractions of particles:
-*- 5%, ->- 10%, -B- 15%, and -+- 20%.
Fig. 5 Evolution of the scaled hydrodynamic resistance vs. number of
attached particles for different volume fractions of particles: -*- 5%,
->- 10%, -B- 15%, and -+- 20%.
Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the normalized permeability in
simulation cases where DLVO surface interactions are accoun-
ted for. The variation of the bulk permeability is very different
from the previous simulation cases under pure adhesion, Fpp ¼
Fpw ¼ 0. For Fpp and Fpw less than 30Fh, the decrease in
permeability is delayed as the repulsive force increases. When
one normalized ow unit has owed through the pore, the
normalized permeability is equal to 0.4 when repulsive inter-
action is 10Fh and this level is reached only aer two normalized
volumes for a repulsion magnitude 30Fh. For a force of 60Fh, the
drop in permeability does not occur any longer but uctuations
of the permeability between 0.6 and 1 are observed. These
different regimes are related to the dynamics of the particle
capture (Fig. 7) and to the hydrodynamic resistance induced by
the captured particles (Fig. 8).
Fig. 7 clearly shows that the capture of particle is delayed
when the repulsive force increases. Those results can be inter-
preted in terms of the critical ux concept and will be discussed
further in Section 4.3. The results in Fig. 8 indicate that the
variation of additional hydrodynamic resistance depends also
on the magnitude of DLVO repulsive forces. For the same
number of attached particles, the hydrodynamic resistance
becomes larger when repulsive forces increase. Such a trend can
be investigated by analyzing the 3D spatial structure of captured
particles.
Fig. 9 and 10 present a gray scale projection for 100 attached
particles: the grey value is relative to the density of particles (as
in X-ray imaging). Those visual results would be similar to in situ
measurement of particle concentration with X-ray tomography.
The gure clearly shows different 3D structures of the plug
according to the particulate interactions: in the absence of
repulsion (Fig. 9), dendritic structures of particles appear
whereas in the presence of repulsion (Fig. 10), the deposit is
denser and compact. These differences in the clogging structure
then induce an important change of hydrodynamic resistance:
the structure in Fig. 9 leads to an additional resistance of 1 (see
Fig. 8 for 100 adhered particles) whereas the structure in Fig. 10
provokes a resistance of 2.5 for the same number of particles
forming the plug.
Strong repulsive forces induce successive interactions with
attached particles and lead them to adhere in locations where
the velocities of the uid ow are larger (in front of the pore
entrance). These results are in good agreement with those
obtained by Gassara et al.3 as they studied the effect of hydro-
dynamic conditions and physical–chemical interactions on the
morphology of particle deposits in a Hele Shaw cell (corre-
sponding to a 2D pore), see the Discussion in Section 4.2. A
similar effect of colloidal stability on the ordering of concen-
trated dispersion has also been observed during concentration
in microevaporators.24 The system with repulsive interaction
seems to undergo or to approach an ordering transition (a
Fig. 6 Evolution of the scaled permeability vs. normalized volume of
injected fluid for different values of Fpp and Fpw: – 0, -*- 10Fh, ->-
20Fh, -B- 30Fh, and -+- 60Fh.
Fig. 7 Evolution of the number of adhered particles vs. normalized
volume of injected fluid for different values of Fpp and Fpw: – 0, -*-
10Fh, ->- 20Fh, -B- 30Fh, and -+- 60Fh.
Fig. 8 Evolution of the scaled hydrodynamic resistance vs. number of
attached particles for different values of Fpp and Fpw: – 0, -*- 20Fh, and
-B- 30Fh.
Wigner glass phase). Such an ordering of repulsive colloids is
still possible under non equilibrium conditions as in sheared
colloidal dispersion.25
3.3 Clogging under particle–particle and particle–wall
interactions with different magnitudes
The aggregate structures formed by adhered particles are
compared when different values of DLVO repulsive forces
between particle–particle and particle–wall (Fpps Fpw) are acting.
Fig. 11 summarizes different types of aggregate structures
obtained in our simulations for various values of particle–particle
(Fpp) on the x axis and particle–wall (Fpw) interactions on the y
axis. The presence of low repulsive forces (Fpp¼ Fpw¼ 10Fh) leads
to the formation of arches (dendrites) and permeable structures
at the end of simulation. Contrarily, for high repulsive forces (Fpp
¼ Fpw ¼ 60Fh), no adhesion of particles is observed: only uc-
tuations of permeability are observed mainly due to transient
accumulation of particles (without adhesion) at the pore
entrance. For moderate repulsion strength (Fpp ¼ Fpw ¼ 30Fh),
the formation of arch and dense deposits occurs only above a
critical volume of injected uid. The critical ltered volume
which initiates the adhesion of particles is larger when the
repulsive force increases. Under these conditions and when a
deposit is formed, the particle structure is compact and its
permeability is low. When particle–particle interactions become
larger than particle–wall interactions (Fpp $ 8Fpw), the adhesion
of particles onto walls is enhanced. For high repulsion magni-
tude, only particle monolayers attached onto the walls are
observed (similar to monolayer adsorption). Aer this rst layer
of deposited particles is formed, new particles are not able to
overcome the particle–particle repulsive barrier to form a multi-
layer deposit. Finally, in Fig. 11, when particle–wall interactions
are larger than particle–particle interactions (Fpw $ 16Fpp), no
adhesion of particles onto walls is observed. However, during the
ltration process, groups of aggregated particles are formed at
the pore inlet: particle aggregation occurs in the bulk forced by
the drag acting on particles. This suspended aggregate although
not adhered on a particular wall acts as a solid obstacle and
induces the decrease of the pore permeability.
4 Discussion
The simulations have shown that particle–particle and particle–
wall interactions play an important role in the formation of
clogging structures at the pore entrance: collective behaviors of
owing particles are induced by an interplay between multi-
body DLVO and hydrodynamic forces in a conned geometry.
Both the dynamics of the capture and the 3D structures of the
plug are modied by this complex coupling. The following
sections highlight original features brought out by our
simulations.
Fig. 9 Side view of the 3D pore with 100 attached particles in the
absence of repulsion forces Fpp ¼ Fpw ¼ 0.
Fig. 10 Side view of the 3D pore with 100 attached particles for Fpp ¼
Fpw ¼ 30Fh.
Fig. 11 Aggregate structures of particles for different values of DLVO
particle–particle (Fpp) and particle–wall (Fpw) interaction forces.
4.1 Transition between arches and deposit formation
Clogging occurs in several steps: rst, the initial deposition of
particles more likely close to the corners of the pore, secondly,
the formation of an arch across the pore entrance and nally the
growth of the deposit in the upstream region. The rst step
appears in simulations with a specic delay before capture of
the rst particle which follows a critical trajectory to attach-
ment. During the second step, arches are formed. The particles
are captured at the pore entrance in the ow region where the
uid velocity is high. This leads to an important drop in
permeability or increase in hydrodynamic resistance. In a third
step, the inlet of the 3D pore is completely blocked by the arches
and any new particles will be collected by the plug forming the
deposit. Then, the deposit grows upstream as the simulation
time goes on.
Such a scenario is illustrated by a slope change of the
evolution of hydrodynamic resistance as a function of the
number of adhered particles (in Fig. 12, it happens when the
number of adhered particles is around 75). The capture of
particles (less than 75) forming the arches leads to pressure
drop because the xed particles are located in a region where
the ow velocity is high (the force exerted by the particle on the
uid is then strong). Later on, slope change also occurs in the
variation of the hydrodynamic resistance. The additional
particles are captured in regions where the ow is homoge-
neous and the velocity lower than at the pore entrance: the slope
in Fig. 12 is then lower and represents the specic resistance of
the cake deposit. Similar behavior has been observed at a
smaller scale for ltration of the protein through a 0.2
micrometer membrane: Ho and Zydney26 interpreted these
results with a model that accounts for initial fouling due to pore
blockage and subsequent fouling due to the growth of a protein
cake over initially blocked regions. The transition from the
cluster to the cake structure is also demonstrated by Tsutomu
et al.27 when they studied the effect of the pore size in
membrane fouling using a two-way coupling model taking into
account particle–uid interactions. This method modeled a
membrane with regularly spaced straight pores, which are
assumed to be track-etched pores. For the same pore–particle
size ratio of 2.5 as our simulations, they show a fouling regime
in which particles are accumulated on the surface of the
membrane without lling the pores. A cake layer forms across
the entire ltration area. On the other hand, their results show
that a larger pore sizemembrane (equal to 3.6dp : dp diameter of
particle) leads to a fouling mode in which particles lled
initially the pores and then formed a cake layer on the surface of
the membrane.
Fig. 12 associates also the aggregate structures of particles
observed in simulations with the evolution of the additional
hydrodynamic resistance. The formation of arches is obtained
for a number of adhered particles equal to 75. Such a cluster
structure is similar to the one visualized by Agbangla et al.19 at
the entrance of a microchannel in microuidic devices (Fig. 13)
for a similar pore/particle size ratio. The dynamics of arch
formation changes when the inlet volumetric fraction of parti-
cles varies. For a high particle concentration (f0 ¼ 20%), the
arch formation occurs sooner andmore suddenly as observed in
simulations. Such a trend highlights a collective effect of
particles inducing the bridging phenomenon at the pore
entrance to form arches as described by Ramachandran and
Fogler.22 The bridging phenomenon induces a sudden and
instantaneous reduction of the normalized permeability at a
high volume fraction of particles.
Aer the slope change of the hydrodynamic resistance, when
the simulation domain is completely blocked, a cake structure
of particles occurs. These cake aggregates are similar to the
structures observed experimentally by Kosvintsev et al.28 when
they studied the behavior of latex particles (diameter equal to
0.4 mm) in dead-end ltration (varying particle concentration
and pressure drop) through a membrane pore.
4.2 3D structure of clogging: inuence of operating
conditions
The 3D structure of the plug is drastically dependent on the
operating conditions. Simulations show signicant the effect of
the particle concentration and of the surface interactions. The
permeability of the resulting structure is clearly reduced when
the concentration of the dispersed particles owing through the
pore is increased under pure adhesion (Fig. 3). The 3D structure
is more compact under high repulsion (Fig. 10).
Fig. 12 Evolution of the additional resistance as a function of the
number of adhered particles: transition between arches and the cake
formation.
Fig. 13 Observation of the arch formation at the entrance of a
microchannel device.19
Without repulsive interaction or under low repulsive forces
(Fpp ¼ Fpw ¼ 10Fh), particles follow the uid streamlines with
velocity prescribed by the conned ow geometry. Dendritic
and permeable structures (Fig. 9) are then formed at the pore
inlet. They are similar to loose aggregates observed by Payatakes
et al.29 in their study of aerocolloidal particle motion through
ber lters. These heterogeneous microstructures act as
collectors and progressively lead to the complete blockage of the
pore. A dendritic structure obtained in simulation is charac-
terized by a strong occurrence of the coordination number
equal to 2.
The presence of strong repulsive forces (Fpp ¼ Fpw ¼ 30Fh)
induces a different arrangement of captured particles. Flowing
and interacting particles move across streamlines due to the
successive repulsions between particle–particle and particle–
wall. Once in contact (irreversible adhesion), they form a
compact and dense aggregate (cluster structure) located at the
pore inlet as shown in Fig. 10. For compact structures, a high
occurrence of coordination numbers equal to 1 appears for
particles on the outer region of the dense aggregate, and 3
within the cluster core.
These 3D structures are in agreement with the microstruc-
tures of aggregates simulated with Stokesian dynamics and
Brownian dynamics under different hydrodynamic conditions
and inter-particle potentials.30 Such formation of dendritic or
dense and compact structures of deposit has already been
described by the dynamic capture model.31 Themodel describes
the dynamics of the capture of interacting particles at a
membrane surface by dening exactly a capture (collision) zone
of injected particles. This model has been validated experi-
mentally by Houi and Lenormand32with the study of dilute mud
ow through membrane ltration. Taking into account the
magnitude of the capture angles, the role of the interplay
between physical–chemical and hydrodynamic forces is high-
lighted in this study. Our simulations conrm this observation
related to the interplay between the surface interactions and
hydrodynamics without using a critical capture angle.
4.3 Critical conditions of deposition with repulsive forces
In the presence of strong repulsive forces, the clogging
dynamics does not only depend on the ow driving force but
critical conditions also have to be met for deposition: the
driving force has to overcome repulsive barriers to induce the
adhesion of particles (rst the particle–wall barrier and then the
particle–particle barrier). Simulations show the existence of a
critical ltered volume above which the clogging starts to be
noticeable (Fig. 7): collective behavior between interacting
particles induces the formation of a compact and dense struc-
ture following the primary injection of particles. Such a critical
ltered volume has been already observed experimentally when
ltering stable dispersion of latex or clays particles (with strong
inter-particles repulsion) with a constant imposed ux on an
ultraltration membrane under dead-end conditions (Bessiere
et al.33).
To explain such a collective mechanism, it is necessary to
understand the effect of the repulsive particle–wall interaction
on an isolated particle approaching the pore. In Fig. 14, particle
trajectories are plotted for repulsion force Fpw equal to 30Fh
when the normalized uid velocity imposed at the inlet of the
pore is equal to 1. Then, we varied the inlet ow velocity to test
the effect of particle blockage at the entrance of the pore. The
response of the particle is compared to the analysis of Kim
et al.34 In the absence of repulsive forces, we note that the
particle moves through the pore following the ow streamline
(dotted lines in Fig. 14 for two distinct initial positions). When
repulsion is enabled, the particle trajectory is completely
different. For any initial position of the particle, the trajectory
starts by following the ow streamline and nally migrates
when the particle approaches the pore walls. This corresponds
to the typical distance of repulsion barrier xed by the Debye
length.
When the uid velocity is imposed U ¼ 1 at the inlet of the
simulation domain, the hydrodynamic force acting on a single
particle is not strong enough to overcome the repulsion barrier
originating from the corners. The particle reaches an equilib-
rium position on the symmetry axis of the simulation domain (Y
¼ 12.5) just upstream of the pore (dashed line in Fig. 14) where
repulsion and hydrodynamic forces are balanced. Upon
increasing the uid velocity to U ¼ 1.5 the hydrodynamic force
overcomes repulsion and the particle (for any initial position)
passes through the pore (solid line in 14) towards the channel
exit. Such simulation demonstrates the existence of a critical
ow velocity for the passage of the particle through the pore as
already discussed by Bacchin et al.4 and Kim et al.2 For particle–
wall repulsive forces Fpw ¼ 30Fh, we can expect a critical
normalized velocity of the uid ow (between 1 and 1.5) above
which the particle can pass through the pore. This critical uid
Fig. 14 Different particle trajectories with fixed values of DLVO
repulsive force, Fpw ¼ 30Fh. Trajectories are shown for different values
of the normalized velocity and different initial positions. U ¼ 1: the
particle reaches an equilibrium position in front of the pore (dashed
line), U ¼ 1.5: the particle passes through the pore (solid line). The
dotted line stands for the flow streamline and corresponds to the
particle trajectory without repulsion force.
velocity increases while considering stronger particle–wall
interaction forces.
Similar simulations performed with several particles show
that the accumulation of other particles in the neighborhood of
the particle initially blocked at the equilibrium position (for U¼
1 in Fig. 12) can induce the passage of the rst particle. The
additional drag force exerted by the ow on both particles helps
the rst particle to pass through repulsion barriers by an
‘interaction–pushing effect’. This is the reason why a given
number of particles need to accumulate prior to the pore clog-
ging. Such an ‘interaction–pushing effect’ has already been
described by other studies in 1D (Harmant and Aimar35) or in
2D (Kim and Zydney2). This trend is illustrated in Fig. 15 where
the conditions for clogging are plotted as a function of the
normalized volume of the injected uid. Below the curve of this
diagram, ltration conditions (high repulsion and low injected
volume or ltration time) do not lead to attachment. The critical
conditions are then dependent on the surface interactions and
ltered volume: for a given repulsive interactions, the clogging
appears when a critical volume of uid is injected. The simu-
lations results are in a good agreement with the critical oper-
ating conditions for deposition that have been observed
experimentally in dead-end ltration of stable dispersions with
the membrane (Bessiere et al.33) or within microchannels
(Agbangla et al.19).
4.4 Transient jammed network of repulsive particles at the
pore entrance
For high repulsive interactions (Fpp ¼ Fpw ¼ 60Fh), no particle
adhesion at walls occurs but we observed uctuations of the
permeability. Although many particles have been injected, the
hydrodynamic force is not able to overcome the repulsive
barriers towards irreversible adhesion. Based on dynamic
visualizations of the particle motion (see ESI†), we have noted
that the particle motion experiences successive periods of
accelerations and velocity reductions. It means that the
dispersion approaches the jamming transition. The
permeability uctuations result then from the transient
formation of cluster stabilized by repulsive forces in front of the
pore: particles form a network due to repulsive forces (like in
repulsive colloidal gels or in Wigner glass) and resist the ow.
Under hydrodynamic forcing this network resists (the perme-
ability decreases) and suddenly, the network collapses yielding
permeability increase. This effect has been conrmed by
analyzing the statistics of the FCM monopole (essentially the
force exerted by the particles onto the uid). These monopole
forces reach large values (when the permeability is lower during
the uctuations) and highlight the resistance of particles onto
the ow. These uctuations are the signatures of the dynamical
inhomogeneities or caging transport behavior that occurs
before colloidal glass transition.36 This transient repulsive
‘gelled’ network (or jamming phase) could be the precursor for
the formation of the deposit which can form ordered colloidal
crystals when the magnitude of particle–particle repulsions is
important.
4.5 Scenario for pore clogging by interacting particles
Our results contribute to a better understanding of the forma-
tion of deposit at the pore entrance. A scenario with different
steps is proposed in Fig. 16. During initial times of ltration
(step 1 in Fig. 16), particles move freely through the pore (no
signicant interactions between particles because of the dilute
regime of the suspension ow). When accumulation increases,
we can observe the build-up of a particulate network similar to a
Wigner glass phase in which particles interact through pairwise
long-range repulsion forces: the electrostatic repulsion keeps
the particles apart and produces a transition to an arrested state
at the pore entrance. The particle velocities are reduced and slip
when the uid ow appears (step 2). The permeability slightly
decreases because of the feedback drag force exerted by the
particles on the uid. A network with a force chains due to
interparticle interactions is created: each particle within the
force chain has roughly balanced forces on either side. The
occurrence of a network is classical for jamming systems37
which are compatible with the Wigner glass transition.38 When
the network width increases, the cumulative force acting on
particles just in front of the pore entrance is stronger: the force
chain network is not strong enough to support the cumulative
stress. The particles near the pore entrance experience a strong
force through repulsive interactions with all upstream particles
via the ‘interaction–pushing effect’ (step 3). For a critical
number of particle layers, this force can be strong enough to
push the particle through the pore overcoming the wall repul-
sive barrier. The glass phase then collapses and leads to local
particle accelerations. Then, two distinct scenarios can be
considered according to the magnitude of particle–wall inter-
actions. If the particle–wall interactions are overcome, the
particles will adhere onto the walls (step 4). This event can be
the precursor for the adhesion of new particles to form arches
and then the dense deposit (step 5). It can be also possible to
form arches in one single step during the glass collapse: parti-
cles at different locations in the network layers can be captured
simultaneously to form arches. This mechanism of particle
Fig. 15 Diagram of critical conditions leading to pore plugging with
repulsive particles.
bridging, investigated by Ramachandran and Fogler22 can lead
to arches and dense deposit formation as discussed in
Section 4.1.
In the presence of large particle–wall interaction forces,
repulsion can prevent the particle adhesion following the glass
collapse (step 40). In this case, the glass phase organization is
modied (the permeability increases) and a new accumulation
can start. This scenario has been simulated in the case of large
particle–wall interactions which leads to permeability uctua-
tions as discussed in Section 4.4. Furthermore, those two
scenarios highlight the important role played by the volume of
injected uid and the non-hydrodynamic forces on the aggre-
gation of particles and consequently clogging.
5 Conclusion
Using the force coupling method to account for hydrodynamic
and colloidal surface interactions (DLVO forces), the dynamics
of the 3D pore clogging and collective effects of interacting
particles are simulated and discussed. The set of simulations
were obtained for a constant uid ow rate. With pure attractive
forces, we showed the transition from cluster-dendrites
(initially formed from the walls or corners) at the pore inlet to
cake structures (complete blockage of the pore) at the end of
simulations. The inlet particle concentration has a major effect
on the dynamics of the adhesion of particles and on the varia-
tion of the bulk permeability. For a low inlet volumetric fraction
of particles (f0 ¼ 5%) successive depositions of particles on
walls or on other adhered particles are observed. The occur-
rence of the bridging phenomenon (simultaneous adhesion of
several particles) induced by the collective effect of owing
particles for f0 ¼ 20% leads to the rapid and sudden reduction
of the normalized permeability.
For simulations performed in the presence of DLVO repul-
sive forces, a critical volume of injected uid is required to
initiate the adhesion of particles at the pore inlet. This critical
volume is larger when the magnitude of repulsive interactions
increases. With very strong repulsion (Fpp ¼ Fpw ¼ 60Fh), no
adhesion of particles occurs in simulations. However, temporal
uctuations of the bulk permeability periodically occur. These
uctuations are the result of the rearrangement of owing
particles interconnected by DLVO forces. With distinct values of
particle–particle (Fpp) and particle–wall (Fpw) interactions
various types of structures are observed such as particle
monolayers adhered only to walls for Fpp $ 8Fpw and a group of
particles suspended at the pore inlet for Fpw $ 16Fpp. Both the
spatial structures of the plug and the capture kinetics are tightly
related to the interplay between colloidal surface interactions
and hydrodynamics; a scenario for pore clogging mechanism is
then proposed.
Nomenclature
a Particle radius, m
rf Density of the uid, kg m
#3
mf Dynamic viscosity of the uid, Pa s
p Pressure in the uid, Pa
u Fluid velocity, ms#1
x Position in the uid, m
D and
D0
Gaussian envelope of momentum source terms, m#3
s and s0 Width of the Gaussian envelopes, m
S(n)ij Symmetric part of the dipole strength tensor, N m
#1
A(n)ij Anti-symmetric part of the dipole strength tensor, N
m#1
dx
3 Elementary volume, m3
F(n) Force monopole strength due to the nth particle, N
Y(n) Center position of the nth particle, m
V(n) Velocity of the nth particle, m s#1
U(n) Rotation rate of the nth particle, rad s#1
Fa Attractive force between two particles, N
Fr Repulsive force between two particles, N
Ah Hamaker constant, J
303r Fluid permittivity, C
2 J#1 m#1
Fig. 16 Scenario for the mechanism of pore plugging with repulsive particles.
j Electrical potential surface, V
k Inverse of the Debye length, m#1
z Distance between the center of two particles, m
Fab Steep repulsion force, N
Fadh Adhesion force holding xed particles, N
Tadh Adhesion torque, N m
ts Characteristic time of simulation, s
Fh Hydrodynamic force, N
Fpp Repulsive force between particles, N
Fpw Repulsive force between particles and walls, N
f Volume fraction of particles
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